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Abstract—This paper presents a comprehensive empirical
study on the correlations between users’ interest similarity and
various social features across three interest domains (i.e., movie,
music and TV). This study relies on a large dataset, containing
479, 048 users and 5, 263, 351 user-generated interests, captured
from Facebook. We identify the social features from three types
of the users’ information - demographic information (e.g., age,
gender, location), social relations (i.e., friendship), and users’
interests. The results reveal that the interest similarity follows
the homophily principle. Particularly, the results show that two
users are more likely to be alike in their interests 1) if they exhibit
more similarity in their demographic characteristics (e.g., similar
age, same gender, or close to each other geographically), or 2) if
they are more intimate in their friendship, or 3) if they present
a higher average interest individuality (i.e., a measurement for
estimating the personalized characteristics of a user’s interests).
The empirical observations could be exploited to infer how
two users are alike in their interests according to the social
features, which could be further harnessed by various practical
applications and services, such as recommendation system and
advertisement service.

I. INTRODUCTION

Online Social Networks (OSNs) have boomed and attracted
a huge number of people to join them over the last decade. In
OSNs, the participants publish their profiles, make friends, and
produce various content (photos, answers/questions, videos,
etc.). Unlike legacy web systems, OSNs are organized around
both people and content, which provide us with unprecedented
opportunities to understand human relationships, human com-
munities, human behaviors and human preferences [1] [2] [3].

With the evolution of OSNs, understanding to what extent
that two individuals are alike in their interests (i.e., interest
similarity) has become a basic requirement for the organi-
zation and maintenance of vibrant OSNs. On the one hand,
users’ interest similarity could be leveraged to support friend
recommendation and social circle maintenance. For instance,
the decision to recommend the users who share many interests
with each other to be friends could increase users’ approval
rate of recommendation, because people usually aggregate by
their mutual interests [4]. On the other hand, knowing interest
similarity between users also facilitates social applications
and advertising. For example, instead of randomly hunting
clients, exploring those users of a high interest similarity with
the existing clients could efficiently enlarge client groups for
application providers and businesses.

Although many previous studies have been widely con-
ducted on various OSN platforms, most of them have only

focused on discovering various structural properties including
the small world effect, community structures, and clustering
[2] [3] [4]. Such investigations could not be directly applied
to the above-mentioned applications (e.g., personalized adver-
tisements). Aiming to enhance specific social-based services
and applications (e.g., friend prediction, recommendation),
several existing researches have already examined how interest
similarity changes with very limited social features: [5] [6] has
studied that friends share more interests than strangers; [7] has
verified that interest similarity strongly correlates to the trust
between users. However, none of them has extended this study
to discuss how interest similarity varies with various social
features.

Therefore, in this paper, we are motivated to carry out
empirical studies on how users’ interest similarity relates to
various social features in a wide variety of cases. In particular,
we quantify interest similarity over an aggregation of user
pairs based on a cosine method to capture interest overlaps
between two users. Besides, we extract the social features (e.g.
profile similarity, geographic distance, friend similarity) from
users’ social information regarding three aspects: demographic
information (e.g., age, gender, location), social relations (i.e.,
friendship), and users’ interests. Specifically, we conduct the
study in three interest domains, namely movie, music and TV,
over a large dataset including 479, 048 users and 5, 263, 351
user-generated interests crawled from Facebook.

To highlight our key findings, we reveal the homophily
regarding interest similarity in Facebook based on the com-
prehensive analysis. Generally, homophily shows homogeneity
in people’s social networks regarding many sociodemographic,
behavioral and intrapersonal characteristics [8]. Specifically, in
this paper,

• homophily reveals that people are more likely to be
interested in the same movie, music and TV series
when they are more similar in their demographic
information, such as age, gender and location;

• homophily also implies that friends have higher in-
terest similarity than strangers do. Furthermore, the
interest similarity becomes higher if two users share
more common friends;

• in addition, homophily indicates that the users with a
larger interest individuality are likely to share more in-
terests with each other. Note that we define interest in-
dividuality to quantify the personalized characteristics
of individual interests. A user’s interest individuality
is affected by two factors: the total number of a user’s
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interests and the popularity of these interests. The
more interests a user presents, and the more popular
the interests are, the higher interest individuality the
user gains.

This study is distinct from the existing work on interest
similarity by three aspects. Firstly, we carry out a more com-
prehensive analysis on the correlations between users’ interest
similarity and diverse social features. We attempt to dig out
more relative factors which can be harnessed to enhance social
recommendations and advertisement services. Secondly, the
majority of existing studies on interest have not distinguished
the different types of interests - they usually relied merely on
users’ favorite music or movies [4]. Additionally, they typically
measure interests in terms of genre. In this paper, we consider
interest similarity with respect to three interest domains -
movie, music and TV - respectively. And we measure interest
similarity founded on every single interest item - a finer grain.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper include:

• Relying on a large dataset crawled from Facebook, the
analytical results can advance the collective knowl-
edge of OSNs.

• The findings about homophily regarding interest sim-
ilarity could practically benefit numerous applications
and services, such as recommendation system and
advertisement service.

II. DATA DESCRIPTION AND STATISTICS

A. Data description

Facebook is the largest online social network in the world,
and leaves open-ended spaces for users to explicitly present
their interests in several domains as movies, music, TV, books
and so on. For studies about interest similarity among users,
we crawled Facebook from March to June in 2012 and
collected data from 479, 048 users. To our knowledge, these
data represent one of the largest and most comprehensive
social information databases up to date, involving 9 interest
domains and 5, 263, 351 user-generated interest items (includ-
ing 626, 294 distinct items). The analyzed data can be split
into three parts: User Interest, Demographic Information, and
Social Relationship:

• User Interest: We conduct the analysis across three
representative interest domains - music, movie and
television (TV) - since more users report interests in
these three than the other domains.

• Demographic Information: It contains 7 attributes
of users’ profiles including age, gender, current city,
hometown, high school, college and employer.

• Social Relationship: This is represented by users’
friend list. The friendship relation in Facebook is
bidirectional, i.e., A is B’s friend when B is a friend
of A.

Note that we construct our dataset merely with users’
public information and anonymize all the users during the
analysis.

B. Characteristics statistics

In this section, we first examine some high-level charac-
teristics and patterns of demographics that emerge from the
collective users.

1) Demographic characteristics of individuals: Gender,
location, and age are the three specific demographic attributes
being considered. 256, 163 (53.5%) users in our dataset report
their gender, while 173, 027 (36.1%) users publish their current
city which is used to represent users’ location. Compared with
reporting gender and current city, users are more reluctant to
uncover their age and only 14, 055 (2.9%) users have their age
in the crawled profiles.

Among the 256, 163 gender reporters, 124, 677 of them are
self-reported as females while 134, 486 are males. Although
males account for a slightly greater proportion than females in
our dataset, females dominate over males of reporting interests.
Table I presents the numbers and percentages of females and
males who report their interests in terms of music, movie and
TV respectively. The results infer that females are more likely
to report their interests than males.

Music Movie TV

Male 35516 50692 40620

Female 42648 58850 47225

Male (%) 26.4 37.7 30.2

Female (%) 34.2 47.2 37.9
TABLE I. DISTRIBUTIONS OF INTERESTS BY GENDER

Figure 1 displays the geographical location distribution of
173, 027 current city reporters over the globe. We decode the
geographical coordinate of users’ current city with latitude and
longitude via Facebook Graph API. The color of each dot in
the figure corresponds to the number of users in a city, applying
a spectrum of colors ranging from blue (low), green, yellow
to red (high). We can see that the red dots are mainly located
in the east coast of North America as well as Europe, thus
we infer that people from North America and Europe are the
dominant users on Facebook. We also observe that people in
coastal regions are more active than people situated inland.
In addition, a few blue dots are noticed in the oceans, which
might indicate some users report fake locations. We ignore
them as the number is very small.

Moreover, we study the distribution of users by age. Figure
2 displays the distributions of age reporters with respect to
female, male, unknown gender and all. Among all the age
reporters, 4196 are male and 4096 are female. We notice that
the age distributions of males and females are similar to each
other. We also observe that the user distributions are skewed
by age following with a long tail. The users in the 20-30
span of years are the most representative users in our dataset;
while the proportion of the users older than 40 or younger
than 20 in our dataset is rather small (less than 10% in total).
Besides, we choose 3 years as an age interval and cluster age
reporters in the age range of 20-40 into seven age groups.
Figure 3 examines the average number of interests that each
user exhibits according to different age groups. It reveals that
the young users report more interests than middle-age users.

2) Demographic characteristics of friends: In this section,
we further reveal the demographic characteristics between
friends in terms of gender, location, and age respectively.
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We first examine the distribution of friends by gender
combinations: cross-gender friends and same-gender friends.
This analysis is conducted on 256, 163 gender reporters. Par-
ticularly, for each gender reporter, we rely on his/her friends
that are also gender reporters and calculate the percentage
of friends in the same-/cross- gender respectively. Figure 4
displays the CDF of the percentage of friends by gender
combinations. We observe that only around 40% of users
exhibit the same gender with less than half of their friends,
while more than 60% of gender reporters make fewer friends
(i.e., less than half) with opposite gender. It indicates that
people prefer to make friends with others of the same gender,
especially for men.

In addition, we track how age affects the friendship be-
tween people. Figure 5 displays the distribution of pairs at
various age differences. It reveals that people are more likely
to make friends with others at the same age or at an age gap of
1-2 years. The percentage of friend pairs decreases rapidly as
age difference increases when it is larger than 1 year. Besides,
we also notice that the percentages of friend pairs are less than
the numbers of random pairs at the age differences in the range
of 3− 13 years. When age difference is larger than 13 years,
people make friends following the random probabilities. We
infer that people are more likely to make friends with others
who are in the similar ages.
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We calculate geographical distances between pairs and
illustrate the pairs distribution with distances in Figure 6. From
the upper subfigure, we see that the distance distribution of
friend pairs is strongly skewed to the left. It falls dramatically
from the start, bottoms out at the distance of 400 kilometers,
and then stays at a very low value as the distance increases.
Among all the friend pairs in the experiments, 28.9% of them
come from the same city and 43.43% of the friends live less
than 100 kilometers apart. Whereas, the lower subfigure shows
that the percentages of random pairs fluctuate by distances
with a gradual downward trend. The peaks and drops at some
specific distances may reveal geographical characteristics. For
instance, the peaks at distances of 5000 km and 6500 km may

respectively indicate the width of America and the width of
Atlantic. The different distributions of friend pairs and random
pairs, in other words, mean that people tend to make friends
within a short distance.

III. EFFECTS ON INTEREST SIMILARITY

In this section, we first define the metric of interest similar-
ity, followed by the studies on how interest similarity correlates
to demographic information, social relationships and interest
individuality sequentially.

A. Definition of interest similarity

We formalize a notion of Interest Similarity that measures
how much two users’ interests overlap. We denote user u’s
interests by an interest set Iu instead of a binary interest vector,
in order to avoid the very sparse interest vector. Drawing on
the calculation of cosine similarity, interest similarity between
users u and v is then defined as the cosine distance between
their respective interest sets: sI(u, v) =

‖Iu
⋂

Iv‖1

‖Iu‖2·‖Iv‖2
where

‖Iu‖2 =
√
lu (lu is the number of interests of u) and

‖Iu
⋂

Iv‖1 is the number of the same interests of u and v.
If either lu = 0 or lv = 0, sI(u, v) is undefined.

In the dataset, each user might report various items in
various interest domains. We think of users’ interest similarity
separately in different domains, i.e., interest similarity in terms
of movie, music, TV. For the analysis of each particular interest
domain, we only consider the users who have more than three
items in the domain.

B. Homophily of interest similarity by demographics

In this section, we study how demographic information
affects interest similarity between users. We separately con-
duct several experiments by using different user samples. For
instance, to test the relation between gender and interest simi-
larity on movie, we select users who present gender and more
than three interested movies and construct a gender/movie set
of pairs.

1) Profile similarity with interest similarity: We first look
into how the interest similarity between users changes with
their profile similarity. Similar to the interest similarity eval-
uation, we perform cosine to profile vectors of two users
and formulate profile similarity as sp(u, v) =

‖Pu

⋂
Pv‖1

‖Pu‖2·‖Pv‖2
. In

particular, 7 demographic attributes of age, gender, current city,
hometown, high school, college and employer are considered.
We assume if the corresponding attributes ai of two users
are completely the same, then ‖Pu(ai)

⋂
Pv(ai)‖1 is set to
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1, otherwise it equals 0. As long as one user of a pair misses
information about the attributes ai, ‖Pu(ai)

⋂
Pv(ai)‖1 is also

equal to 0. Hence, the profile similarity can be simplified as∑
Pu=Pv

1

7
.

We generate 500, 000 user pairs for each interest domain
and show the collective relation between interest similarity and
profile similarity in figure 7. Regarding all the three interest
domains of movie, music and TV, we observe that the profile
similarity gets higher if the users share more common interests.
We can fit their relations with linear functions as y = ax+ b.
In other words, the observations reveal the positive correlation
between interest similarity and profile similarity regardless of
interest domains, whereas the coefficient are different in these
domains.
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Fig. 7. Profile similarity with interest similarity

2) Interest similarity by gender: We group user pairs
according to the categories of their gender combinations. Table
II shows the average interest similarities of male-male pairs,
female-female pairs, as well as male-female pairs. We observe
that people have a higher interest similarity with the others
when they are in the same sex. For instance, the interest
similarity regarding movies between two males is close to 0.02
while the value between female and male only exhibits 0.014.
This demonstrates that the homophily of interest similarity
holds for gender.

Movie Music TV

Male & Male 0.0202 0.0190 0.0347

Female & Female 0.0188 0.0154 0.0430

Female & Male 0.0136 0.0145 0.0276
TABLE II. INTEREST SIMILARITY BY GENDER

In addition, we also notice that user pairs share much
higher interest similarity in terms of TV than the other two
interest domains. For example, the male-female user pairs
generate an average interest similarity of 0.028 regarding
TV, compared with 0.014 and 0.015 for movie and music
respectively. It might be due to the fewer selections for TV
shows (there are 66, 396, 93, 846 and 370, 456 distinct items
of TV, movie and music respectively in our dataset). Moreover,
we find that males are more alike to each other on the interests
of movie and music whereas females have higher similarity in
the domain of TV.

3) Interest similarity by location: Location has been proved
as a key factor in various social network applications. We
investigate whether and how the location of a user pair affects
their interest similarity from two perspectives: the geographic
distance and users’ countries.

We intuitively hypothesized that the pairs would exhibit
a higher interest similarity if they are geographically closer
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Fig. 8. Geographical distance with interest similarity

to each other. Figure 8 plots the aggregate relation between
distance and interest similarity based on 500, 000 pairs in each
interest domains. We observe that interest similarity changes
with the distance between users - the average distance of pairs
decreases with the increase of interest similarity.

(a) movie (b) music (c) TV

Fig. 9. Interest similarity by country

We further investigate the interest similarity of user pairs
according to their current country-country combination. We
select users from 20 countries over six continents. We produce
200, 000 user pairs for each country-country combination and
then compute its average interest similarity. Figure 9 displays
the heatmaps of the average interest similarity in terms of
movie, music and TV respectively. This figure maps the
average interest similarity of country-country combination into
corresponding small cell in the figure. The larger the interest
similarity is, the more brightly the corresponding cell presents.
The countries on the same continent are put together in the
figures following the order of North America, Australasia,
Europe, Africa, Asia, and South America. The cells on the
secondary diagonal represent the interest similarity of pairs
from the same countries.

The results reveal that users from the same country share
more items of interests regardless of the interest domains.
However, with respect to the different interest domains, the
interest similarities between users from two countries probably
exhibit different characteristics. For instance, we observe that
the users from Philippines have high similarity on movie
with the users from countries in South America like Mexico,
while the interest similarity in terms of TV is low among
them. In addition, we observe that the cells in right upper
areas are relatively brighter in all the three subfigures, which
might imply that the countries in South America share more
culture with each other. The users from the U.S.A., Canada and
Australia also report more similar interests. We also notice that
interest similarity does not correlate to distance very strictly
concerning countries. The interest similarity between pairs
from nearby countries is perhaps low, and vice versa. For
instance, in terms of movie, users in China show low interest
similarity with users from Philippines and Indonesia, but report
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relatively high similarity of movie with users in North America
and Europe (shown in figure 9(a)). Besides, users in different
European countries do not share many interests even though
they are close to each other.

4) Interest similarity by age: Intuitively, people in various
generations appreciate diverse styles of music or have different
tastes of movies in specific eras. For instance, young gener-
ation of 1990s probably likes Justin Bieber; while middle-
age people born in 1970s might listen to the music from The
Beatles more. Therefore, in this section, we are interested in
how the age difference influences the interest similarity of
pairs.
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Fig. 10. Age difference with interest similarity

According to the distribution of users by age (shown in
figure 2), the experiments in this section only depend on the
users whose age falls between 20 and 45 years. Therefore, the
age difference ranges from 0 to 25 years. In addition, although
the number of age reporters is relatively small (14, 055), the
amount of user pairs generated by randomly coupling users is
huge enough. We also produce 500, 000 user pairs for each
interest domain.

Figure 10 displays how the interest similarity of user pairs
changes with their age difference. We observe that the interest
similarity declines as the age difference goes up with respect to
all the three interest domains. This observation demonstrates
that the homophily of interest similarity holds for age - the
users share more interests if they are more similar at age. We
employ linear models to depict the trends of the correlations.

C. Friendliness of interest similarity

Relationship is considered as a special element, which
distinguishes social network from general web sites and blogs.
With user-generated relationships, OSNs are constructed by
connecting people. These relationships generally involve many
real social relations. For example, the friends on OSNs perhaps
have known each other in their real life or have engaged in a
same event or in a same interest group. We hypothesize that the
friendship among users in Facebook would strongly correlates
to their interest similarity. And the examinations are carried
out in two parts: the effects of friendship relations of pairs
and quantified friend similarity.

1) Interest similarity by relation of pairs: We take into
account users’ friendships by two hops and categorize users’
relations into three groups: pairs of friends, pairs of indirect
friends and random pairs. We define two users u and v as
indirect friends if u is a friend of v’s friend. We report
interest similarity by friendship in table III. We observe that the
interest similarity between friends is the highest, and indirect
friends also share more interests than random pairs. For various

interest domains, the average interest similarity of friend pairs
could be 1 to 4 times larger than the one of random pairs.
Therefore, we conclude that friends are more likely to have
same tastes on any interest domains.

Interest Similarity (%) Music Movie TV

Friends 3.58 4.98 7.45

Indirect Friends 1.73 1.71 3.67

Random Pairs 1.54 1.41 3.04
TABLE III. INTEREST SIMILARITY BY FRIENDSHIP

2) Interest similarity with friend similarity: Much previous
work differentiates the relationship between two users by its
strength [9] [10]: strong connections (e.g., intimate friends, or
close friends) and weak connections (e.g., acquaintances, or
strangers). In this section, we further measure the effect of
relationship on interest similarity by its strength. We quantify
the strength of the connection between two users by friend
similarity and assume that the pairs with a stronger relationship
have a higher friend similarity.
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Fig. 11. Friend similarity with interest similarity

Similar to the calculation of interest similarity in section
III-A, friend similarity is measured by the overlap of friends
between two users, based on the method of cosine similarity.
Denote the friend sets of user u and user v as Fu and Fv

respectively, and then the friend similarity between users u and
v is computed by sF (u, v) =

‖Fu

⋂
Fv‖1

‖Fu‖2.‖Fv‖2
. Where ‖Fu

⋂
Fv‖1

stands for the number of the same friends that u and v own,
and ‖Fu‖2 is equal to square root of the number of u’s friends.

Figure 11 plots the aggregated relation of interest similarity
versus friend similarity among 1, 000, 000 pairs for each in-
terest domain. We observe that interest similarity is positively
correlated to friend similarity in all the three interest domains.
In other words, the observations demonstrate that user pairs
generally share more interests if they obtain a higher friend
similarity.

D. Effects of interest individuality

In this section, we are interested in whether the person-
alized characteristics of individual interests, namely interest
individuality, would affect the interest similarities of pairs.

To define interest individuality, we consider two factors
of individual interests: 1) the number of interests and 2) the
popularity of his/her interests. In particular, the popularity of
a specific interest item associates with the number of its fans.
We normalize the popularity of interests (pi) between 0 to 1

with a power function of pi = e(xi−1)/k−1

e(k−1)/k−1
. In this function, xi

represents the fan number of a particular interest i, and k =
max(xi). Eventually, we define a interest individuality by the
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production of the average interest popularity and accumulative
interest popularity, denoted as Eu = ( 1

N

∑
pi)· 1−e−

∑
pi

1+e−
∑

pi
. Here

we apply the function of 1−e−xi

1+e−xi
to normalize the accumulative

quality of interests. Note that the user would gain a higher
interest individuality if he/she has more interests and his/her
interests are more popular. In the following analysis, we
average the interest individuality of two users to represent the
interest individuality of the pair.

Figure 12 displays the correlation between interest simi-
larity and user’s interest individuality. It reveals that interest
similarity grows with the increase of user’s interest individ-
uality regardless of interest domains. To wit, two users tend
to share many interests if both of them exhibit many highly
popular interests (i.e., larger individuality). In addition, we also
notice that the sensitivity (i.e., slope) of the relations decreases
when the values of interest similarity and the user individuality
becomes larger. This indicates that the correlation is stronger
when the values are smaller.
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Fig. 12. Interest individuality with interest similarity

IV. RELATED WORK

A lot of work has focused on studying the characteristics of
social graph in large-scale online social networks. Among the
early initial studies, [2] conducted a comprehensive analysis on
the MSN message network, while [1] examined and compared
four social networks (Flickr, YouTube, LiveJournal, Orkut)
simultaneously. These early studies mainly shed light on
the high-level characteristics and verified many properties of
online social networks, such as power law and small world.
Afterwards, as Facebook became the largest online social
network in the world, much work turned to use Facebook as
testbed. [3] carried out an experiment on the complete Face-
book social network, including 721 million users at that time.
The analysis results verified most common structural network
characteristics that had been found by earlier work on smaller
social networks. Complementary to the basic friendship social
graph, some work began to aim at users’ interactions, such as
posts, comments and mentions, and tried to analyze features
on the user interaction graph [11] [12]. Different from the
existing work, during the analysis of the dataset crawled from
Facebook, we focus on a more specific question - how the
interest similarity between two users relates to various social
features.

Some existing work has already examined that friends share
more interests than strangers and has confirmed that interest
similarity decreases with the increase of friend distance [5] [6].
It also has been verified that the interest similarity strongly
correlates to the trust between users [7]. A close work to our
paper attempted to deduce a user’s interests by considering this

user’s social neighbors’ interests [13]. This just turns out that
understanding the interest similarity between users is practi-
cally essential for building social applications. In this paper, we
carry out a more comprehensive analysis on the correlations
between users’ interest similarity and diverse social features,
which associate with users’ demographic information, social
relationships and their interests. And we look into interest
similarity with respect to movie, music and TV respectively,
while the majority of existing studies on interests have not
distinguished the different types of interests.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive empirical study
on how users’ interest similarity relates to various social
features in a large Facebook dataset including 479,048 users
and 5,263,351 user-generated interests. We conduct the study
in three interest domains (i.e. movie, music, and TV). The
result reveals that interest similarity follows the homophily
principle and correlates with many social features: people
tend to exhibit more similar tastes if they have similar de-
mographic information (e.g., age, location) or share more
common friends; besides, the individuals with a higher interest
individuality would generally share more interests with the
others. We believe the observations could be harnessed to
improve various social applications and services.
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